We illustrate the expressive #exibility of the`co-notation', a declarative, structured, constraintoriented speci"cation technique for concurrent systems where constraints on actions and on data variables are intertwined. Flexibility is intended here as the ability to closely match the structure of the initial, informal behavioural description of the system, and to directly formalize the conceptual links among data variables and events, and their groupings, as expressed in that description. We contrast the co-notation with two related and`mature' speci"cation techniques, namely predicate/transition Petri nets and LOTOS, also by means of a running example. The Petri net approach supports a quite direct speci"cation of the links among actions and data variables, but it lacks structuring facilities; LOTOS does support encapsulation, but its process-oriented view does not offer full #exibility in de"ning and composing groups of those conceptual links. We show that the simple yet powerful constraint conjunction operator of the co-notation, supporting both shared-action (rendez-vous) and shared-variable interaction mechanisms, achieves a higher expressive #exibility than the other models, and brings to a full exploitation the constraint-oriented reasoning partially offered by LOTOS.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with expressive #exibility in formal speci"cation, a somehow fuzzy concept which has nonetheless a great importance for the applicability and widespread acceptance of formal methods in system development. While on computation-theoretic grounds most non-trivial speci"cation languages offer maximum expressive power, that is, they can simulate Turing machines, not all of them exhibit the same #exibility in adapting to the way humans conceive the initial, informal description of a system and of its behaviour. The adoption of a #exible speci"cation language guarantees a smooth transition from the informal to the formal description phase, by facilitating mutual comprehension between`non-technical people' (problem owner, customer) and the system development team, and by possibly increasing the involvement and contribution of the former in the early development steps.
The class of systems to which we refer is quite large, since the concepts that we shall handle, e.g. state variables and actions, are quite abstract and generic, and are therefore relevant to a wide variety of systems (the terms state variable' and`data variable' are used as synonyms throughout the paper). This includes information systems, as well as concurrent, open, distributed, embedded, reactive, interactive and multimedia systems. We are not concerned with real-time issues, or with hybrid systems. A convenient term for referring to the application area, which is in fact just a background element of the paper, is perhaps`discrete systems'.
Let us now consider the informal behavioural speci"cation of a generic discrete system, which may exist as a document in natural language or simply as a set of ideas in the mind of the speci"er. We maintain that, at this very early, informal stage, one can readily recognize three types of elements, which may then "nd a more or less satisfactory formal counterpart in the features of the various speci"cation languages. These are:
• actions and events;
• state variables;
•`capsules', that is, means for encapsulation.
An event is the instantaneous occurrence (performance) of an action. An action may be pure-just a name-or it may involve data parameters, that can be observed atomically, offered, or accepted when the action occurs. State (data) variables are entities that describe the current con"guration of the system and of its components; each variable holds a possibly structured value.
Various types of relation among events and state variables are speci"ed in the informal description, including temporal ordering of events, interdependencies among (the values of) actions and state variables before and after an event, and state invariants.
Groups of actions and/or variables, and their interdependencies, are encapsulated into speci"cation fragments that are conveniently understood as unitary behavioural components. We use the generic term`capsule' for these chunks of informal speci"cation. Of course encapsulation may be multi-level; for example, a capsule may describe a complex data structure, with its associated operations and properties, or a temporal pattern of actions, or a combination of the two. Encapsulation is a way to break and manage complexity, and is apparent from the textual structure of the informal description, which is organized into sentences, paragraphs, bullets and sections.
Capsules do not describe independent fragments of behaviour: they are related to one another. For example, two paragraphs may describe two phases of behaviour that must be performed in sequence. In this paper we focus our attention on what we consider to be the most elementary type of capsule interrelation mechanism, a somehow implicit mechanism which we are used to taking for granted in any natural language description, and which is so primitive and pervasive as to become almost invisible. We refer to the sharing of actions and state variables among capsules. The very fact that the same action or variable name is used in k capsules implies a relation, a mutual in#uence between these descriptive components. The k capsules provide different, partial viewpoints about that action or variable, they constrain that item in different ways: all k viewpoints must then be traced back in the global picture of the system behaviour; all constraints must be satis"ed.
We regard a formal speci"cation language as #exible when it supports in a most direct way the transposition of actions, state variables, capsules and their mutual linksmost notably, the sharing of actions and variables-from the informal to the formal speci"cation; a #exible speci"cation language is convenient in that it supports a close matching between these two speci"cation forms. A non-#exible speci"cation language forces one to play tricks, and to compensate for the absence of primitive expressive tools by creating arti"cial speci"cation machinery which obscures the essential behavioural aspects.
In this paper we shall illustrate the #exibility of three different speci"cation techniques, namely predicate/transition (Pr/T) Petri nets [1, 2] , LOTOS [3, 4] and our constraintoriented speci"cation notation (co-notation) [5, 6] , by applying these languages to a running example. The central point of the paper is summarized in Table 1 , which identi"es the weaknesses of Pr/T nets and LOTOS with respect to the #exibility criteria de"ned above, and the improvement offered by the co-notation. A secondary purpose of the paper is to shed light on the intuitions at the basis of the design of the co-notation itself. Now we brie#y comment on the columns in Table 1 , thus anticipating considerations which will be substantiated when discussing the speci"cation examples in the paper.
• Pr/T Petri nets. This formalism supports a convenient, direct declaration of the relations that link an action (transition) and the state variables (places) interested by it. However, #exibility is severely reduced by the lack of encapsulation facilities: speci"cations are #at. Thus, the table entries referring to capsule composition simply do not apply.
• LOTOS. In LOTOS state/data variables cannot be assigned a new value other than by re-instantiating the process that encapsulates them, with actual parameters expressing the desired updated values; thus, the relation between an action, with its associated data, and the affected state variables cannot be expressed as directly as in Pr/T nets. Encapsulation is supported via the notion of process. Sets of interacting processes can be speci"ed via multiple instances of the binary parallel composition operator, with each process insisting on some actions and encapsulating some data variables, so that the structuring of the speci"cation induces a partition of the space of actions and that of state variables. However, process interaction is only achieved by shared actions (rendez-vous); no sharing of data variables is supported. As a consequence, only limited freedom is actually available in partitioning the action and state spaces of the system.
• Co-notation.
The co-notation brings back the symmetry between actions and state variables, and supports a direct declaration of their relations. It offers encapsulation facilities, via the concepts of elementary and compound constraint. Constraints may share actions and state variables: one can specify complex networks of constraints and their interconnection patterns in terms of the subsets of actions and/or variables that they share with one another. In the remainder of the paper we provide the informal description of our running example (Section 2), then formalize it in Pr/T nets (Section 3), LOTOS (Section 4) and co-notation (Section 5). Each formal description is assessed with respect to the #exibility criteria introduced above. We provide only very concise and informal introductory elements for Pr/T nets and LOTOS; however, familiarity with them is not essential for understanding the structural differences among the three speci"cations, which re#ect the weak and strong features of the corresponding languages.
JEWELLERS
We now provide an informal description of our running example. We identify in italics the keywords that shall be used in the subsequent formalizations. 
4.
Mary is in charge of the cash deposit (cash), which she opens (cashUnlock) right after entering the shop, and closes (cashLock) before leaving. She sells the pieces in the window only (pieceOut), at a price which is 1.3 times their current value according to their material and weight. This amount of money is put in the cash deposit. Note that the value of a piece when leaving the shop may differ from its value when entering it, if the table had been updated between these two events.
Two different customer behaviours are described.
5.
Peter has a bag (bag) which he can "ll with pieces that he buys during a shopping session. The current weight of the bag (currWei) cannot exceed a maximum weight capacity (MaxWei), but Peter is not happy until the money spent in the current shopping session (currExp) has reached a given threshold (TargetExp); at that point he empties his bag, say, at home (reset) and is ready for a new shopping session. 6. Paul buys a piece only if he has enough funds (funds).
However, he can re"ll his funds by adding some amount of money (delta), from time to time.
USING PETRI NETS
It is clear that a satisfactory formal model of the Jewellers system should include a representation of data structures and the description of some operations on them. Thus the`standard' place/transition Petri net model [2] is inadequate, and we adopt a more advanced model, namely predicate/transition nets, or Pr/T nets [1, 2] . In this model, tokens may take values in a possibly multisorted algebra, and arcs are labelled by multisets of terms of this algebra which represent the values of the tokens to be consumed and produced when a transition is "red. Transitions may be labelled by predicates. Variables appear both in predicates and in the terms that label the arcs. For transition t to be "reable one must consider the set X t of all variables that appear in the predicate P of t, in the multiset of terms T in that cumulatively label the input arcs of t, and in the analogous multiset of terms T out . Then one must "nd an assignment to these variables that satis"es P, such that the values obtained for the terms in T in correspond to values of tokens that can indeed be found in the relevant input places of T . Analogously, the values of the tokens produced by the "ring t are those established by the terms T out according to .
Consider for example the Pr/T net of Figure 1 , where tokens and terms assume integer values. Figure 1a shows the net before "ring transition t. For example, the upper left place holds three tokens, valued 2, 3 and 4. By using the assignment shown in the middle of the "gure, which satis"es the predicate associated with transition t, the labels of the input arcs of transition t are instantiated to [2, 3] and [5, 5, 16] respectively, which represent token requests. The requests can be satis"ed by the two input places, and the transition can be "red, with two new tokens [21, 11] produced, as shown in Figure 1b .
Variables that are only used in the predicate of a transition, and do not appear in the adjacent arc labels, are called dangling variables; an example is the variable k in Figure 1 .
In our speci"cation of the Jewellers system as a Pr/T net we have partitioned the transition boxes into three areas, which contain, from top to bottom:
• the name of the action associated with the transition (different transitions may share the same action name); • the value of the action, expressed by a term T ;
• the predicate P to be satis"ed for "ring the transition.
The second and third elements may be missing. Note that our departure from the original model is small: the second slot could be eliminated by introducing a conventional dangling variable called, say, value, and by turning the predicate P into`P AND (value = T )'. Hence, our enhancement simply consists in adding the idea that transition occurrences manifest themselves by action names and values, the latter being identi"ed by a conventional variable.
The Pr/T model for the Jewellers system is provided in Figure 2 . It makes use of the de"nitions, declarations and elements introduced below. Note that, for conciseness, in the net we never mention the types of the various identi"ers, assuming those speci"ed below.
Data types
Global constants (These also appear in italics in the net.)
TargetExp: value = 500 000; bag of (weight × value); re"ll:
MaxWei
value.
Data variables
The data variables appearing in the labels of the net arcs or of the transitions (second and third slots of the transition boxes) are listed below, with their types:
wei, currWei: weight; mat:
material; val, unitVal, price, cash, currExp, funds, delta:
value; bag: bag of (weight × value).
Some of these names, namely cash, bag, currExp, currWei, funds also appear as place labels, in parentheses (see below). We also use the underscore symbol`' in place of a full name, for variables that need not be referenced elsewhere (e.g.`(mat, )'): these are called mute variables.
Places holding valued tokens
These appear as thick circles in the net, and hold valued tokens. We list separately the one-bounded places (holding at most one token) and the unbounded places. It turns out that tokens of different types are never mixed in the same place, so that we may associate just one type to each place, namely the type of the tokens it may hold. The reader may have noticed that we distinguish between a one-bounded place holding one token of type bag of t and an unbounded place holding, like a bag, tokens of type t. The reason is found in the type of operations that we want to de"ne over the bag. If we only need to add or remove items from this bag, one at a time, then we may represent each one of them as a token, and take the somehow more primitive, unbounded-place solution. This is the case of places safe, window and valTable. But when we require a more complex operation, like removing all the items of the set in one step, without knowing their number in advance, then we have to represent the whole bag as a single token, and use a onebounded place. This is the case of place bag. For the places holding valued tokens, we assume the following initial token distribution (not shown in the net): safe = {}; window = {}; valTable = {(silver, 80), (gold, 100), (platinum, 120)}; cash = {0}; bag = {}; currWei = {0}; currExp = {0}; funds = {100 000}.
Places holding unvalued tokens
These appear as thin circles in the net, and may be occupied at most by one generic token which does not bear any value, as in the elementary condition-event Petri net model. These places can be understood as states in the cyclic behaviours of Mike, Mary and Jane, and are shown, in Figure 2 , in their initial con"guration, namely with one or zero tokens:
Mike0-Mike2, Mary0-Mary4, Jane0-Jane2.
In Figure 2 we have frequently collapsed two opposite arcs, connecting the same place-transition pair, into one with two tips: in that case, small arrows (`→') attached to the two arc labels indicate the two opposite token #ows.
One convenient way of reading the complex net of Figure 2 is by considering, one at a time, the subsets of places and transitions that form the behaviours of Mike, Mary, Jane, Peter and Paul. For example, Mike is characterized by the cycle Mike0, openShop, Mike1, closeShop, Mike2, toTheatre, Mike0, with transitions matValPair and pieceIn enabled by place Mike1. These two transitions also interest places valTable and safe. By the action matValPair Mike establishes a new pair (mat, unitVal)-the observable value of the action-he reads the pair (mat, ), which is carried by one token found in place valTable, where the mute variable identi"es the current unitary value for the material mat, and writes back the new entry (mat, unitVal), by placing a token with this value into place valTable. By action pieceIn Mike accepts a piece characterized by the triple (wei, mat, val)-the observable value of the action-where the (mat, unitVal) input token is used for determining the value val of the piece. Only the pair (wei, mat) is actually stored in the safe, as a token, because the value of the piece may vary in time.
Assessment
Let us start with the positive aspects in the Pr/T approach. Once all the actions and state/data variables that characterize the system behaviour have been identi"ed, and expressed as transitions and places, Pr/T nets offer considerable #exibility in linking these elements, that is, in specifying their mutual in#uences. Action-state variable links can be expressed immediately: one has to identify the places that affect a transition, or are affected by it, draw corresponding labelled arcs, and declare by predicates the pre-and post-conditions of the "ring. Action-action links, such as causal relations, mutual exclusion, and, in general, temporal patterns of events, can be expressed almost directly, by interconnecting the corresponding transitions to appropriate places and creating an appropriate token #ow. In contrast, no relations involving exclusively state variables (state invariants) can be speci"ed explicitly, since predicates in Pr/T nets can only be associated with transitions, and thus actions. In spite of the latter limitation, the writing of a Pr/T net can proceed with a degree of freedom which, in our opinion, approximates the`casual' nature of an informal description in natural language: one accumulates links and constraints about actions and state variables in a rather #exible manner.
The major weakness of this model is the lack of encapsulation facilities. Pr/T nets are #at, and all the information about actions and data structures is concentrated into just one, global level. While in our particular running example we could "t the formal speci"cation within a single page-an appealing circumstance that we shall not be able to replicate with the subsequent approaches-the #atness of Pr/T nets soon leads to unmanageable speci"cations, as the system complexity grows.
Indeed, sometimes one may view the net as partitioned into regions, that correspond to unitary behavioural components (a "rst step towards capsules), and think of them as interconnected by the sharing of some places and/or transitions. In this respect, we might perhaps go as far as saying that Pr/T nets exhibit a symmetric usage of actions and variables as interaction elements. This feature is dropped in LOTOS, while it is fully adopted by the conotation.
USING LOTOS
In LOTOS [3, 4] a system is typically described as a set of processes that interact with one another and with their environment via a set of interaction points called gates. The interconnection structure is described by repeated instances of the binary parallel composition operator, which is parametrized by the set of synchronization gates. For example, if process P is active at gates a, b and c, and process Q is active at gates b and c, then the parallel composition expression | is an instance of the parallel composition operator, with synchronization gate set {b}, speci"es that the two processes must synchronize at gate b, and interleave their actions at gates a and c. Note, in particular, that both processes are active at gate c, but cannot synchronize at that gate. We now introduce a third process instantiation R [c] , active at gate c, and require this process to synchronize at that gate with the previous processes:
In this case, whenever all three processes are available for an interaction at gate c, the choice between the pairing P-R or Q-R is not under the control of process R, but it is nondeterministic. The interconnection and synchronization pattern for the three-process composition above can be depicted as in Figure 3 , where the inclusion of the two small disjoint boxes connected to P and Q into the box connected to R is meant to suggest the described, nondeterministic interaction pattern. A similar pattern is actually used in the LOTOS speci"cation of our running example.
The de"nition of a LOTOS process P insisting on gates a and b and parametrized by a data parameter x of some sort x-sort has the form:
The behaviour expression is built by means of the behavioural operators of the language. The instantiation of some process Q, or of process P itself, may well appear in the behaviour expression de"ning the behaviour of P.
In our speci"cation we shall need just two LOTOS operators, besides parallel composition and process instantiation. These are listed below, with examples drawn from the speci"cation itself.
• Action pre"x pieceOut ?wei:weight ?mat:material ?price:value
A process with behaviour which is de"ned by the expression above is ready to engage in an interaction at gate pieceOut; by the interaction, the three variables wei, mat, price are bound to three values of sorts, respectively, weight, material, value. Again, these sort identi"ers shall be dropped in the following. For the interaction to occur, the condition expressed by the selection predicate in square brackets must be satis"ed, together with those possibly expressed by the other synchronization parties. The interaction is atomic and instantaneous; after its occurrence, the behaviour described by (sub-)expression B is enabled.
• Choice pieceOut ?wei:weight ?mat:material ?price:value;
. . . [] cashLock; . . . .
A process with behaviour which is de"ned by the expression above is ready to engage in an interaction at gate pieceOut or at gate cashLock. Once one of these alternative branches of behaviour is taken, by performing its initial action, the other branch is permanently discarded.
Again, before introducing the speci"cation, we need some de"nitions, and factor out some identi"er declarations that allow us to simplify the text of the subsequent process de"nitions. We depart from the abstract data type approach of the LOTOS standard, and conveniently reuse the type de"nitions already employed for the Pr/T net speci"cation, implicitly assuming some elementary operations on sets and natural numbers. We also keep the two already introduced global constants, although this feature is not part of the standard, at least in the form used here.
Data types
Global constants (These also appear in italics in the speci"cation.)
TargetExp: value = 500 000;
MaxWei:
weight = 130.
Data variables
Variables appear as formal parameters of processes, as data attributes of various actions, in the selection predicates associated with some of the actions and in the data expressions de"ning the actual parameters of various process instantiations. The data variables used in the speci"cation, and their sorts, are listed below: currExp, funds, delta: value; bag: bag of (weight × value); safe, window: bag of (weight × material); valTable:
material → value.
Note that these are the same de"nitions used for the Pr/T net, except for (i) safe and window, which were unbounded places of tokens of type`weight × material' and are correspondingly turned into variables of sort bag of(weight × material)' and (ii) valTable, which was an unbounded place of tokens of type`material × value' and is now treated as a function of type`material → value'.
Recall that in LOTOS gates are untyped. However, in this speci"cation they are used`consistently', that is, all occurrences of a given gate are associated with the same number of data items, which exhibit the same pattern of sorts. The LOTOS speci"cation of the Jewellers system is given below. For conciseness we have omitted the`process' and endproc' keywords, the functionality attribute (which has to do with the type of termination of the de"ned behaviour) and the sort identi"ers, implicitly assuming those de"ned above. In the case of recursive processes, for avoiding cumbersome notation we have indicated by`[=]' the gate list associated with a process instantiation, whenever it is the same list that appears in the enclosing process de"nition. Actual and formal data parameters of processes appear in italics, for contrast with gate parameters. All persons mentioned in the informal speci"cation, namely Mike, Mary, Jane, Peter and Paul, are modelled as LOTOS processes. The "rst three are grouped into a process Jewellers. The structure of the upper layers of the LOTOS speci"cation presented so far can be represented graphically as in Figure 4 , which shows the sharing of actions among processes and the data variables that are encapsulated in some of the processes.
System
The lower layers of the LOTOS speci"cation are as follows. The speci"cation above is an example of the LOTOS constraint-oriented speci"cation style [7, 8] , in which several processes co-operate in de"ning the temporal ordering and value of the actions that they share. In particular, within process Jewellers we have actually separated processes that describe the pure ordering of events (Mike, Mary, Jane) from those that manage data structures (SafeWindow, ValTable, Cash). As we did for the Pr/T speci"cation, we do not comment on the speci"cation exhaustively, but only to an extent that is suf"cient for the reader to complete the navigation. We mainly concentrate on the LOTOS process Mike, which actually describes only the temporal ordering of Mike's actions (the same applies to processes Mary and Jane). This process is de"ned in terms of another process, Mike1, which represents the intermediate state in Mike's behaviour at which the actions pieceIn and matValPair may repeatedly occur. Mike and Mike1 correspond precisely to the two places Mike0 and Mike1 of the Pr/T net in Figure 2 . Indeed, all the processes of the speci"cation, taken in isolation, and excluding Jewellers, are examples of the state-oriented speci"cation style. By using this style, any "nite directed graph with labelled arcs can be described by the LOTOS operators of action pre"x, modelling labelled arcs, choice, modelling two or more arcs departing from the same node, and process instantiation, for identifying nodes that are reached by more than one arc. Mike can be clearly modelled by a three-node cyclic graph, with two loop edges; we need only two LOTOS processes (Mike and Mike1) because the state reached right after action closeShop (place Mike2 in the Petri net) need not be given an explicit name.
Mike
Process the process concept: the global behaviour is structured into processes that represent different aspects of behaviour, or different constraints that the overall behaviour must satisfy. A process may be created for encapsulating a data structure and the operations that affect it, or a temporal pattern of events, or a combination of the two. However, our point here is that the freedom offered by LOTOS for creating those aggregates of data structures and actions that form the different processes is not optimal: only limited forms of aggregation are possible, since processes can only share actions, not data structures. For example, while the internal structure of process Jewellers, depicted in the upper box of Figure 4 , re#ects precisely the association person-action found in the informal system description (where some of the actions are shared), it fails to re#ect the other association found in it, namely the person-data structure (where some of the data structures are shared). The above limitation is perhaps better clari"ed by an abstract example. Consider Figure 5 , expressing the mutual in#uences between a set of three actions a, b, c, and a set of three data items s, t, u.
A link between an action, say a, and a data item, say s, indicates mutual dependency, which means either that a may occur or not depending on the value of s, and/or that some value x established upon the occurrence of a depends on the value of s, and/or that the value of s is updated by the occurrence of a and, possibly, by x. LOTOS offers a few alternatives for describing this scenario. One extreme solution consists in encapsulating all actions and data parameters in a single process:
P[a, b, c](s, t, u).
According to the scope rules of the language, in the body of this process we would have complete access to the actions and data variables, and could freely express any relation among them. The obvious disadvantage of this`monolithic' solution is the lack of modularity, and, related to that, the need to re-instantiate the whole, big process whenever one of the data items must be updated. We may then decompose the system into smaller, interacting processes, but the best that we can do is The three-process solution above corresponds to a covering of the gate set, namely {{a, b}, {a, b, c}, {b, c}}. No "ner covering is possible because a process that encapsulates a data item must necessarily insist on all the actions that affect that item.
P[a, b](s) |[a, b]| Q[a, b, c](t)
On the other hand, one might wish to consider an alternative aggregation, which perhaps matches more closely the informal system description, and is in any case suggested by the symmetry of actions and data items in Figure 5 . This would be the dual of the structure above, and would achieve maximal fragmentation of the action space; we represent it by the abstract expression:
where the composition operator is left unspeci"ed (` * '). The pattern above could only work if we admit variable sharing, and LOTOS does not support this feature.
USING THE CO-NOTATION
We have designed the co-notation (constraint-oriented notation) with the primary objective of supporting a constraint-oriented style for the speci"cation of concurrent systems more effectively than in LOTOS. More generally, we felt the need to explore a possible integration of the good features of the process-algebraic approach, with its emphasis on event ordering and process composition, and those of a declarative approach such as Z [9] , with its emphasis on state variables, global state structuring, and pre-and post-conditions for operations. The key idea was one of treating actions and state/data variables as uniformly as possible, and of supporting the speci"cation and composition of constraints on these items in a most #exible way. In co-notation, blocks co-operate both by shared variables and by shared actions, or rendez-vous (a comprehensive introduction to inter-process communication mechanisms is found, for example, in [10] ). A preliminary version of the co-notation was presented in [5] , and a full introduction to the notation and its semantics is provided in [6] .
The four types of object that constitute a speci"cation in co-notation, called co-speci"cation for short, are actions, state/data variables or, for short, state variables, elementary and compound constraints.
A co-speci"cation describes networks of constraints on state variables and actions, where compound constraints are, recursively, networks of constraints, and may include local (internal) state variables. The variables to which a compound constraint is connected are called external with respect to that constraint. A network of constraints that share some actions and some variables is illustrated in Figure 6 . Note that we do not intend to propose a precise graphical syntax for the co-notation; the diagrams proposed in the "gures of the current section are only meant as convenient illustrations of the textual form.
There exist two types of elementary constraint:
• active predicates, which insist on precisely one action, and zero or more state variables; • state invariants, which insist on one or more state variables.
Out of the three elementary constraints in Figure 6 , the one in the upper left-hand corner is a state invariant while the others are active predicates. We shall not deal with state invariants in this paper, thus for our purposes a constraint can only be a compound one or an active predicate. In essence, an action occurs when all the constraints that insist on it agree on its value and executability, also depending on the (possibly shared) variables upon which those constraints insist, and on their internal variables. Similar to the two speci"cation languages discussed in this paper, the co-notation is provided with an interleaving semantics based on labelled transition systems. A cospeci"cation ultimately corresponds to a possibly in"nite labelled tree where arcs are labelled by action names and In the text of a co-speci"cation block de"nitions are not nested, thus, to avoid ambiguity, constraint names must all be different. Block instantiations are not allowed to be (directly or indirectly) recursive, thus the structure of these instantiations is a tree. The "rst block de"nition to appear in the co-speci"cation must be that of the main block, which is the block at the root of the block instantiation tree. The main block must be closed, that is, it should not insist on external state variables.
We are using, in this paper, a typeless version of the conotation. In general, there are advantages and disadvantages in getting rid of type de"nitions and variable declarations, and these probably differ when considering speci"cation versus programming languages. However, a full discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper; thus we simply mention the few motivations and bene"ts of our choice, which is not to be regarded as de"nitive, and is indeed of secondary importance with respect to the de"nition of the notation.
• Conciseness. The speci"cation obviously becomes more compact, and more readable, at least in the case of our running example, which uses only a few and quite elementary data items.
• Translation into Prolog. The bodies of the elementary constraints, and of the auxiliary logical predicates that they use, can be written directly in Prolog, which is a declaration-free, typeless language. Thus, the translation of the whole co-speci"cation into this language, which is convenient for simulation purposes, is considerably simpli"ed.
• Wider applicability of constraint de"nitions. When formal parameters are typeless, a parametric constraint has a wider applicability, since there are no types to be matched. A typical example, also found in our speci"cation, is that of a general purpose constraint de"ning a temporal pattern of actions regardless of their types. In a typed language, we would have to de"ne as many constraints as the foreseen combinations of argument types, or resort to some notion of polymorphism.
Rather than further introducing the (few) syntactic and semantic features of the co-notation in abstract terms, we describe them as we comment on the co-speci"cation of the Jewellers system. We have provided above the de"nitions of two blocks, namely the System, which is the main block, and the Jewellers. Their structures can be represented graphically as in Figure 7 , which shows the sharing of actions and data variables among components, and the data variables that are encapsulated in some of them.
Global constants
The header of a constraint (block or active predicate) de"nition consists of a name, and one or two lists of formal parameters, namely a list of actions, in square brackets, and, possibly, a list of (external) state variables upon which the constraint insists, in parentheses.
The body of a block de"nition consists of two sections (that of an active predicate is illustrated later on):
• section variables is optional, and de"nes the local (or internal) state variables of the block and their initial values; • section constraints is mandatory, and consists of a co-expression, which is formed by a set of block or active predicate instantiations connected by the binary composition operators of conjunction (`,') and disjunction (`;'). Formally, co-expr ::= constraint-instantiation |( co-expr ) | co-expr , co-expr | co-expr ; co-expr .
The reader may have noticed that a block may contain local variables, while we have not provided for local actions. Indeed there would be no major technical dif"culty in introducing local actions in the co-notation, in analogy with the internal actions of various process algebras. However ruling them out, and considering only global actions, simpli"es a few things slightly. For example, all the actions that a block may perform must in this case appear in the block's header, a property which turns out to be convenient when identifying the executable actions of a co-expression, and also when designing an interpreter for the notation.
(Another reason for not worrying about internal actions is that their importance becomes apparent mainly when considering the various semantic notions of equivalence between transition systems, a topic which is kept out of the focus of this paper.) Let us now consider co-expressions, which de"ne the behaviour of a compound constraint. Co-expressions are built in terms of constraint instantiations, such as Mike [openShop, closeShop, pieceIn, matValPair, toTheatre] (safe, valTable).
Similar to the header of a constraint de"nition, a constraint instantiation consists of a name, the list of actions, in square brackets, and, possibly, the list of state variables upon which the constraint insists. Actions and variables, in this case, play the role of actual parameters: we are passing the actual names of actions and variables upon which the constraint must insist. Note that we are not allowed to pass value expressions for binding formal variables to values, as done in LOTOS: we pass actual action names or state variable names, for replacing formal names (which may be the same).
In conclusion, the parameter passing mechanism for state variables is reminiscent of the call-by-reference mechanism of imperative programming languages, while for actions, which do not refer to memory locations, we have a plain name substitution mechanism 1 . A co-expression can only perform the actions that appear as parameters of its constraint instantiations, one at a time. The disjunction operator`;' introduces nondeterminism, thus, in general, several alternative subsets of the set of constraints that insist on that action may be involved in its execution, depending on the structure of the coexpression (note that we assume a stronger binding power of conjunction over disjunction). Let us "rst illustrate the meanings of the conjunction and disjunction operators by two elementary examples. Given the co-expression
P[a, b], Q[a, c]
action a can only be performed by the two blocks P and Q jointly, while the execution of actions b or c requires the activation of one constraint only, namely P or Q respectively. In contrast, given co-expression
P[a, b]; Q[a, c]
action a can be executed by block P or by block Q, the choice being nondeterministic, while the behaviour with respect to actions b and c is unchanged. The two co-expressions above are similar, respectively, to the two LOTOS behaviour expressions:
as for the sets of constraints (respectively processes) that are involved in the execution of the various possible actions. However, an important difference between the two languages is that the occurrence of an action in LOTOS yields a transformed behaviour expression, while in conotation it simply modi"es the value of some state variables, while leaving the co-expression unaffected. More generally, and more formally, let E be a coexpression, and let CC a (E) denote the family of sets of constraints that may be involved in the execution of action a. Then:
The operation π ∪ is de"ned over sets of nonempty families of sets (of constraints), as follows. Let X X i = {X i,1 , . . . , X i,ki } be a nonempty family of sets (k i ≥ 1), with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then
Note that we insist on considering only nonempty families. The presence of an empty family X X j in set
Thus, having excluded empty families of sets of constraints in the de"nition of CC a (E 1 , . . . , E n ), by the condition CC a (E i ) = ∅, amounts to ruling out the possibility that a subexpression E i unable to participate in an action prevent the other subexpressions from co-operating in executing that action. On the other hand, if all of the E i s are unable to perform action a, that is,
that is, no group of constraints can be found for executing that action, as expected. For example, if E J is the co-expression de"ning the Jewellers block, it is
while for the co-expression E S de"ning the whole system we have
We now provide the de"nitions of the "ve blocks Mike, Mary, Jane, Peter and Paul, and of two blocks, CycleA and CycleB, that are used in the de"nitions of Mike, Mary and Jane. 
Mike
The structure of the seven blocks presented above is represented graphically in Figure 8 . The behaviour of Mike is described as the composition of one compound constraint (CycleA) dealing with the pure ordering of his actions and two elementary constraints (Accept and Revise) dealing with the relations between some of his actions and the data structures (valTable and safe) that he handles. A similar separation of ordering and data-oriented concerns is also applied in the speci"cations of Mary and Jane. Note that one cannot tell the difference between an elementary and a compound constraint instantiation; this becomes apparent only at the level of their de"nitions. All the co-expressions used in the bodies of the compound constraints above make use only of the conjunction operator, hence the identi"cation of the groups of constraints supporting the execution of the various actions is straightforward. Referring to block Mike, for example:
• the execution of action pieceIn involves constraints CycleA and Accept; • the execution of action matValPair involves constraints CycleA and Revise.
Blocks CycleA and CycleB are speci"ed in terms of elementary constraints Arrow and Loop, and can be readily understood as condition-event Petri nets. This is clear by comparing the two diagrams in the lower part of Figure 8 , where we suggest graphically an interpretation of local state variables in terms of places and tokens, and the two Pr/T nets of Figure 9 . The Arrow and Loop active predicates, which express thè token game' associated with transition "ring and the other active predicates of the co-speci"cation that are instantiated as hexagons in Figure 8 , are de"ned below. 
Buy [piece] (funds) :-piece = ( , , price), price ≤ funds, funds = funds − price.
Re"ll [delta] (funds) :-funds = funds + delta.
The header of an active predicate de"nition is indistinguishable from that of a compound constraint with just one action.
The de"nition symbol however changes from`:=' to`:-'; the latter is the de"nition symbol also used in Prolog. In conotation we do not prescribe a speci"c syntax for the body of elementary predicate de"nitions; what we need is essentially "rst-order predicate calculus. Adopting a Prolog syntax is thus perfectly acceptable, and proves useful for simulation purposes. The free identi"ers appearing in the body of an active predicate, namely those that do not also appear in its header, and are not global constants, are assumed to be existentially quanti"ed. We adopt a convention also used in the Z notation [9] , namely the priming of variables (e.g. s ) to express the value of a state variable after the occurrence of the (unique) action upon which the active predicate insists. For convenience, primed variables are not shown in the header of constraint de"nitions, but their occurrences in the body of a de"nition are assumed to be bound, as if they also appeared in the header. In other words, they are not existentially quanti"ed.
For example, in the body of the active predicate de"nition:
The following variables are free, and are implicitly existentially quanti"ed:
wei, mat, price. Note that in the body of active predicates, the conceptual distinction between action and state variables (in primed and unprimed forms) is somehow lost: they are all treated as logical variables. The execution of an action by the system ultimately involves, via the expansion of the compound constraint instantiations, a number of active predicates, all sharing that action. These predicates access the current values of some possibly shared state variables, and should be satis"ed by some assignment providing a value for the action and new values for some possibly shared state variables, namely those that (also) appear with a prime in the involved bodies. If the assignment is found, the action is executed, atomically, and the state variables affected by the assignment are updated.
Assessment
In our opinion, the major advantage of the co-notation over the previous approaches is that one can let the formal speci"cation re#ect very closely the conceptual associations among actions, state variables and`agents' expressed in the original informal description. By comparing "gure 2 (Pr/T net), "gure 4 (LOTOS) and "gure 7 (co-notation) it is clear that the latter is the closest to the informal description of Section 2. The "ve blocks Mike, Mary, Jane, Peter and Paul of the co-speci"cation correspond precisely, up to referenced actions and state variables, to as many points in the informal description, with the only exception that the actions openShop, closeShop, toTheatre and toDisco were factored out, in the latter, in a kind of preliminary descriptive item. We may strengthen this point by resuming the small abstract example of Figure 5 , which depicted in a #at manner the mutual links between three actions and three data items. In co-notation we have maximum freedom in grouping and encapsulating these links: the grouping achieving the "nest fragmentation of the data space would be described by the co-expression:
B1[a, b](s), B2[a, b, c](t), B3[b, c](u),
while the "nest fragmentation of the action space would be represented as follows:
C1[a](s, t), C2[b](s, t, u), C3[c](t, u).
Recall that only the former solution is within the reach of LOTOS.
One may argue that the textual description of the CycleA and CycleB blocks is cumbersome. We have presented these two block de"nitions in textual form to emphasize how the very simple conjunction operator of the co-notation is indeed so #exible that it can both be used for building, at low speci"cation levels, a plain condition-event Petri net (exploiting shared variables) and for describing, at higher levels, a LOTOS-like`process' composition (exploiting shared actions). However, once the co-notation is adopted, the speci"er is indeed encouraged to use a graphical, standard (condition-event or place-transition) Petri net form for some speci"cation layer, when this is more direct and concise, knowing that this representation is readily expressed as a constraint composition and is therefore uniform to the rest of the speci"cation. Of course, changing representation, from textual to graphical, does not solve the problem of having introduced state variables, namely the s i places, with the sole purpose of establishing temporal dependencies among actions: this is the price that the conotation pays for obtaining a uniform treatment of constraint composition in the temporal and data spaces.
Having already mentioned the issue of encapsulation, we wish to point out two further aspects in which the co-notation proves more #exible than Pr/T nets.
• Pr/T nets do not support the explicit statement of state invariants, that is, predicates involving exclusively sets of state variables. The co-notation does [6] , although this feature was not strictly necessary in our example, and was therefore not discussed.
• In Pr/T nets one cannot think of a state/data variable other than as a token: updating a data structure is achieved by "ring a transition which absorbs that token from a place and produces a new one with the desired, updated value, possibly in the same place. In conotation this limitation is relaxed, and an action (a transition, in the net) can be linked to a generic data structure, not just to a bag of tokens.
CONCLUSIONS
We have compared three speci"cation techniques for discrete systems, namely predicate/transition Petri nets, LOTOS and our co-notation. Our comparison was focused on the #exibility offered by these techniques in expressing the links among actions and state/data variables, their groupings into constraints, or partial views on the global system behaviour, and the composition of constraints, as found in the informal description of the system. We have shown that only the co-notation fully supports this type of #exibility, in a way which can be summarized as follows:
• the links among actions and data items are expressed in a declarative way via active predicates, which are elementary constraints formed by predicates and operators of "rst-order logics (conjunction, disjunction etc.), involving one action and zero or more state variables, of which we can refer both to the current value and to the one after the occurrence of the action, via the primed decoration; • groups of these elementary constraints can be composed, by the co-notation operators of conjunction and disjunction, and encapsulated into compound constraints (blocks), possibly including local variables, thus yielding partial views of the system; • elementary and compound constraints can be further composed, by means of the same operators of conjunction and disjunction, eventually yielding the global picture of the system behaviour; • conjunction of constraints encompasses the sharing both of actions and of state/data variables, thus offering maximum freedom in fragmenting the global picture into partial views.
While offering a greater expressive #exibility than LO-TOS and Petri nets, the co-notation does not impose a complete new way of thinking with respect to those techniques. Both the speci"er used to structure a speci"cation as a composition of LOTOS processes, and the one who is used to describe the temporal structure of system events as a Petri net, can immediately "nd support for these descriptive techniques in the co-notation, via the notion of constraint composition.
If we now relax the emphasis on the links between actions and variables, and understand the term`expressive #exibil-ity' in a more general sense, then we should recognize that LOTOS does exhibit #exibility via a variety of behavioural operators. Besides parallel composition, which corresponds both to conjunction (synchronization) and to disjunction (interleaving) in co-notation, LOTOS behavioural operators include choice, enabling and disabling; these operators do correspond to elementary behavioural patterns which are likely to be found in informal system descriptions, and which the co-notation cannot describe directly. For enhancing the #exibility of the co-notation, in this respect one should also investigate to which extent these behavioural patterns can be built on top of the available constraint composition operators-a subject for further work.
Another important difference between LOTOS and the conotation is in the ways they express in"nite state behaviour. LOTOS processes are dynamic, that is, they may start, evolve and terminate during the life of the whole system; the number of processes simultaneously active may grow unboundedly. In co-notation, the structure of blocks at run time is constant: blocks exist throughout the system life and never evolve: the state of the computation is only encoded in the current values of the state variables. In a similar way, the structure of a Petri net is "xed, and in"nite behaviours are fully charged on the dynamics of tokens. We feel that more experience in comparative speci"cation is needed for assessing whether and to what extent the difference above is a weakness of the co-notation.
In line with the objectives of the paper, in our presentation of the co-notation we have emphasized the user-oriented aspect of expressive #exibility, while giving only some hints about the formal semantics. A complete presentation of the latter can be found in [6] . In summary, a cospeci"cation can be #attened by recursively expanding its compound constraint instantiations, while differentiating (e.g. by subscripts) the names of the local variables brought into play by different instantiations of the same constraint, and viewing all state variables as global (the set of these variables is static). Then, an action is executable when all the elementary constraints that insist on it are satis"able; furthermore, the assignment that satis"es these constraints identi"es both the value of the action and the new values of the state variables involved. Ultimately, one derives from a co-speci"cation a possibly in"nite labelled tree where arcs are labelled by action names and values, and nodes are labelled by assignments to the state variables. Thus, both the co-notation and LOTOS are provided with an interleaving semantics based on labelled transitions systems; however in the former the transition system nodes are labelled by state variable assignments, while in the latter they can be thought of as labelled by behaviour expressions.
We have not investigated analytical techniques for proving properties of systems modelled in co-notation. We expect that the close relationship between our notation and logic programming, on one hand, and the transition systembased semantics, on the other hand, would allow one to exploit various existing techniques. In particular, one could explore various notions of preorder or equivalence between co-speci"cations, in analogy with what is usually done with process algebras. For example, equivalencies could be de"ned based on suitable notions of observation, the difference with process algebra being that in co-notation one could be observing both actions and state variables. These appear to be interesting topics in themselves, but their study is largely independent of the main theme of this paper.
We have experimented with a few support tools for the co-notation, which include facilities for the graphical editing and the interpretation of co-speci"cations. Not surprisingly, it proved quite convenient to develop these tools in Prolog: the bodies of the elementary constraints can be expressed directly in that language, while those of the compound constraints can be expanded in a rather straightforward manner into Prolog code, with direct exploitation of the Prolog operators of conjunction (`,') and disjunction (`;'). State/data variables are handled via the assert and retract Prolog predicates. A further, attractive track of research and development would be to investigate the convenience of other logic programming languages (e.g. parallel logic programming [11] ) as implementation supports for the conotation.
